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Handbook of Reference Works in Traditional Chinese Studies  
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1. INTRODUCTORY CHARTS 
 
The charts in this section are composed of some basic tools that can be helpful in C511 or 
generally, but which do not fit easily into the categories of course materials.   
 
CHART 1 – LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER CODES & LIBRARY MAP    (pp. 2-4) 
 
This chart notes those Library of Congress (LC) cataloguing numbers that relate most closely 
to Sinological studies. In becoming familiar with the Library collection, it will be helpful if you 
know not only which call numbers are most frequently encountered, but the organizational 
system in which they are contextualized. A map of the O.C./O.R. stacks is included. 
 
CHART 2 – PINYIN AND MODIFIED WADE-GILES TRANSCRIPTION   (pp. 5-6) 
 
It is sad but true that C511 is taught entirely in one of the world’s most unpleasant transcription 
systems: the Wade-Giles System. The reason is that a great many important and useful works 
employ this system, and it is necessary to become familiar with it. Once you have “graduated” 
C511, you should be able to recognize Wade-Giles transcription without difficulty.  You may 
never again be obligated to employ it actively in scholarly contexts, but you will be able to 
astonish and bore people by explicating it at cocktail parties, and as you age, your knowledge 
of Wade-Giles will help establish you as a revered relic of the past. 
 
CHART 3 – THE CHU-YIN FU-HAO 注音符號 SYSTEM   (pp. 7-14) 
 
Quite likely the best system of Chinese phonetic transcription, the Chu-yin Fu-hao System was 
developed in the early years of the Chinese Republic. It is not employed elsewhere in C511, but 
some resources we will encounter use it; learning it is optional, but you will benefit if you take 
the trouble. It comes closer than any other system to a transparent rendering of Mandarin 
phonetics, but it is not typeable, and therefore it is not generally used outside of Taiwan, where 
it has a wide range of uses in education and in reference tools.  Familiarity with the system can 
greatly enhance understanding of the phonetic structure of Mandarin, and clarify the logic 
underlying other transcription systems. 
 
CHART 4 – THE FOUR CORNER SYSTEM    (pp. 15-17) 
 
The Four Corner System was a popular character indexing system during the first half of the 
20th century. It is ingenious and easy to use once learned (though not easy to learn perfectly).  
It is used by many of the reference works we will encounter, and although there are almost 
always alternative indexing methods provided for finding items in reference works, learning 
this system is a great time saver, especially in certain fields. 
 
CHART 5 – ENUMERATIVE SERIES   (p. 18) 
The ordinal counting series introduced in this chart were employed in texts to count items in 
series. Because they may otherwise be mistaken for independent words with very different 







SOME MAJOR LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER CODES FOR 
SINOLOGY 
 
AC – Collections 
Chinese general ts'ung-shu ............. AC 149 
AE – Encyclopaedias  
Chinese encyclopaedias .................... AE 1-17 
AS – University bulletins 
Chinese university bulletins ...........  AS 452  
B   – Philosophy and religion  
China, general ................................... B 125 
Confucianism .....................................  B 127-128 
Taoism ...............................................  BL 1900 
Buddhism ..........................................  BQ 
CE – Calendrics 
CT – Biography  
Chinese biography ...........................  CT 1800 
D   – History  
Journals on Asia ..............................  DS 501 
Chinese history .................................  DS 700-799 
By period ...............................  DS 743-777 
G   – Geography 
H   – Sociology 
J    – Political science 
K  – Law (also in 6000s, shelved before A) 
L   – Education 
M  – Music 
N  – Art 
P   – Literature  
PL – Non-Western literature 
Chinese language ..............................  PL 1000 - 1400 
Chinese dictionaries ......................... PL 1400 
Chinese literature .............................  PL 2250 - PL 3500 
Q  – Astronomy & math 
R  – Medicine 
S  – Botany & agriculture 
U  – Warfare 
Z  – Bibliography & Indexes  
Sinological guides ............................  Z 1030 
Bibliographies of Asia ..................... Z 3000 




East Asian Collection: Chinese (O.C.) and Reference (O.R.), Spring 2011 
 
 
  Elevators  Elevators  Elevators 
   
 
 99 AC 149 國學基本叢書             AC 149 叢書 
 
 100 AC 149        百部叢書集成 
 
 102 AC 149 叢書   筆記小說大觀   AC 149    百部叢書集成  101 
 
 103 AC 149   叢書    AC 149    四部備要  四部叢刊  104 
 
 105 AC 149   叢書集成三編  叢書集成續編  四部叢刊  
 
 106 AC 149 叢書        AE 類書              古今圖書集成 A I-AN Newspapers, etc. AP 95 Magazines  
 
107 AS 451  Academic Journals (學報)  AP 95  Magazines 
 
108 AS 451-455 Academic Journals    AZ Scholarly collections    B Thought    B 125 Chinese philosophy    B127-28 Confucianism 
 
109 BL 1900 Taoism   BL Religion BF Psychology      B 128 Confucianism 
 
110 BL 1920 道藏  BQ Buddhism     CD Seals  CE Calendrics  CJ Numismatics  CS Genealogy 
    
111 DS 701 中國史學學報   DS 700 中國歷史   DS 500 East Asian history     D History CT Individual 全集 
 
112 DS 701 Chinese history journals  DS 706-8 歷史地理  DS 713 Archaeology 
 
114 DS 735 正史    DS 734 傳記資料    DS 733 十通 DS 730-31 民族學, Border regions 113 
 
115 DS 735 正史  通史   DS 740 Border regions 外交  116 
 
117 DS 753 明代史  752 元   751 宋   749 唐   748 六朝   747 周, 秦    745 資治通鑑  744 商  741 史記    DS 740 外交 
 
118 DS 753      明清檔案   明實錄  DS 754 清代史   清史稿 
 
119 DS 757 清代史 。 道光      DS 755 近代史 (清。道光 era on)  DS 754 清實錄 
 
120 DS 757 道光 era   DS 758-59 咸豐 era & 太平天國      DS 761 近代史叢書 
 
121 DS 773 戊戌 – 辛亥    770 Boxers   765 中日戰爭    764 光緒 era    763 統治era               DS 761 近代史叢書 
 
122    DS 777 Republican China 
 
123 DS 790 地方志   780 Border region history   778 地方志撰記資料               DS 777.55 PRC         777.54 Civil War  
 
124    DS 790-793 地方志 
 
126  DS 798 台灣     DS 796 巷港, 上海 等   795 北京 125 
 
127 DS 799 台灣  800 日本  900 韓國  E F G Geog.                       GA World  GN Anthro  GR Ethnic   GT Material Culture 128  
 
129 HC Industry        HB Econ. & Demography            HA Social Stats     H Social Sci Journals    GV Athletics 
 
130 HD Admin., Agr., Labor  HE Enterprise  HF Business  HG Currency HJ Finance HN Society   HQ Gender   HS Secret Societies 
 
131 KNN Legal history  K  Law    JX 外交             JQ 1500 Exam system                J Politics              HV Governance 
 
132 KNP Legal admin.  KQK Penal system       L  Education      M  Music       East Asian Music         N  Art 
 
133 NK Bronzes   Jade   Pottery   Calligraphy   Crafts     NE Prints      ND Painting       NB Sculpture       NA Architecture    
 
134 NX Theory   P Literature   PL E.A. Lang & Lit. PL 1000 Chinese    PL 1281 說文解字   1400 Dictionaries   1500 Dialects 
 
 







135     PL 2250 Chinese literature journals 
 
136 PL 2250 Chinese literature journals    2260 Lit. history & criticism   2280-99 by era (general)   2300 Modern lit (general) 
 
138 PL 2447 Epigraphy    2445 Folk    2354 Drama    2336 詞 2327 清 2326 明 2324 元 2323 宋 2321 唐  2306 詩 137 
 
139 PL 2448 Epigraphy  2450 Anthologies  2456 obi    2460 經學      2464 易   2465 書   2466 詩   2467 禮   2470 春秋  140 
 
141 PL 2533 全宋詩/文 2531 全唐文 2521 楚辭 2512 近代 2507 清 2506 明 2504 元 2501 全唐文  2475 爾雅2471-74 四書 
 
 
142   AC 四庫索引 AE Encyclopaedias AI ICS Concordances B 儒。道。佛辭書 BQ Taishō Tripitika     DS 735 中國正史 
  
144        DS 800 Japanese history     Chinese history           DS 735 正史 143 
 
145   DS 800-900 日本史, 韓國史                           G Atlases        M Music      N Art 146 
 
148 PL 6-700 日本辭書。文學.                   PL 600 日本語辭書     NK 書法 147 
 
149 PL 700-900  日本, 韓國文學                        韓語辭書    PL 1400 Chinese dictionaries 150 
 
152 Q-T Sci-Tech  PN Cinema                   PL 2460 中國文學      PL 1455  辭典 151 
 
153 Z Biblio. 善本索引 叢書索引                     Z 1035 Manuals      3013 Indexes 154 
 
                 Z 7059 H-Y Concordances    E.A. Bibliographies  155 
 
                           [Empty]  156 
 
           PL 2565 Drama Poetry 2536 157 
 
          Drama  158
            
           PL 2600 Anthologies Drama  159 
            
                  PL 2625 古本小說集成 160 
 
        PL 2671 李白 2665 陶淵明 2661 屈原 2641 筆記  2627 小說 161 
 
       PL 2675 杜甫 2685 蘇軾  2690 明:  三國演義  水滸傳  西遊記 162 
 
  PL 2700 Individual 全集     2698 話本小說  163 
 
  PL2727  紅樓夢                2732 Late Ch’ing   2740 Modern lit.  164 
 
  PL 2778 郭沫若 2766 胡適 2755 朱自清         PL 2754 魯迅    165 
 
  PL 2801 沈從文  茅盾  2812 田漢  2823 聞一多  2837 張愛玲 166 
 
167   Contemporary literature   PL 2848 Contemporary literature 
 
168  PL 2878  Contemporary literature   PL 3031 .T  Taiwan literature 
 
169 Q Science   PN World literature, Translation, Cinema                                      Taiwan literature 
 
170 Q 111 中國科學史 R 醫學 S 農業 T 水利 U Military   Z Bibliography 
 
171  O.J. Collection   Z China Bibliography     3102 四庫   3101 Library Catalogues, 新書目  1029 善本 
 
   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 
                          O.J. Collection: 171-196    
   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 
   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 
O.K. Collection: 196-204 
       *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *    *    *   *    *   *   *   *   * 
 











 COMPARISON OF PINYIN AND "MODIFIED" WADE-GILES TRANSCRIPTION 
 
INITIALS    pinyin chu-yin fu-hao      Wade-Giles   Examples 
 
-- Labials (making use of the lips) 
  b  ㄅ  p   po 伯 
  p  ㄆ  p'   p'o 破 
  m  ㄇ  m   mo 末 
  f  ㄈ  f   fo 佛 
 
-- Dentals (making use of the teeth) 
  d  ㄉ  t   te  得 
  t  ㄊ  t'   t'e 特 
  n  ㄋ  n   ne 呢 
  l  ㄌ  l   le 樂 
 
-- Gutterals (making use of whatever) 
  g  ㄍ  k   ko 各 
  k  ㄎ  k'   k'o 客 
  h  ㄏ  h   ho 何 
 
-- Palatals (tongue flattened against palate)1 
  j  ㄐ  ch   chi 吉 
  q  ㄑ  ch'   ch'i 其 
  x  ㄒ  hs   hsi  西 
 
-- Retroflexes (tongue curled)2 
  zh(i)  ㄓ  ch(ih)   chih 之 
  ch(i)  ㄔ  ch'(ih)   ch'ih 尺 
  sh(i)  ㄕ  sh(ih)   shih 尸 
  r(i)  ㄖ  j(ih)   jih 日 
 
-- Sibilants (tongue against teeth) 
  z(i)  ㄗ  ts/(tzu)3  tzu 子 tsung  宗 
  c(i)  ㄘ  ts'/(tz'u)   tz'u 次 ts'ung  從 
  s(i)  ㄙ  s/(ssu)   ssu 思 sung  宋 
 
MEDIALS  [There are 3 medials; they may stand without an initial, without a final, or without either.] 
  i/yi  一  i/yi   yi (or i) 一   
  u/wu  ㄨ  u/wu   wu 五 
  ü/u/yu  ㄩ  ü/u/yü4   yü 于 
                     
1 palatals are always followed by the medials 'i' or 'ü'--never by u/wu 
2 retroflexes may stand without medial or final, in which case -ih is added 
3 tzu, tz'u, ssu are special cases 





FINALS      pinyin chu-yin fu-hao      Wade-Giles   Examples 
 
  -a  ㄚ  -a  a    啊  fa  發 
  -ai  ㄞ  -ai  ai  愛  lai  來 
  -ao  ㄠ  -ao  ao  凹  lao  老 
  -e  ㄜ  -e/o5  o    惡  le    樂   ko  客    che  者 
  -e  ㄝ  -eh  yeh 也  pieh 別  yueh 月 
  -ei  ㄟ  -ei/i6  mei 每 shei  誰   kuei  鬼 hui 回 
  -o/uo  ㄛ  -o/-uo7  lo    落  so    所   kuo  國  shuo 說  
  -ou  ㄡ  -ou/u  mou 某 shou 手  yu 有 [N.B.] 
  -er  ㄦ  -erh  erh  而 
 
  -an  ㄢ  -an/en  an  安 shan 善 ch'ien8 前 
  -ang  ㄤ  -ang  ang 昂  pang 邦 yang  楊 
  -en  ㄣ  -en  en   恩  pen 本 
  -eng  ㄥ  -eng  meng 孟 tseng 增 
  -n  [ㄣ]  -n  pin 賓   yin 音   yun 雲 
  -ng  [ㄥ]  -ng  ping 兵 ying 英 yung 用 
 
Some Wade-Giles examples (focusing on tricky ch / ch' initials with other selected examples) 
cha 炸 / ch'a 差   chan 站 / ch’an 產   chang 張 / ch'ang 長   chao 昭 / ch'ao 超   che 者 / ch'e 車 
 chen 真  / ch'en 臣   cheng 正 / ch'eng 成   chi 吉 / ch'i 其   chiang 江 / ch'iang 強   chiao 交   
ch'ieh 且  chien 見 / ch'ien 前   chih 之 / ch'ih 吃  chin 近   ching 敬   chiu 久 / ch’iu 求    
chiung9 窘 / ch’iung 窮  cho 桌 / ch’o 叕   chou  州 / ch’ou 抽   chu 主 / ch'u 出  chü 居 / ch'ü 去 
chuan 專 / ch'uan 川   chüan 卷 / ch'üan 全  chueh 絕 / ch'ueh 卻  chui 追 / ch'ui 垂   
chun 準 / ch'un 春   chün 君 / ch'ün 群   chung 中 
 
erh 而   hsi 西  hsieh 謝  hsin 心  hsu 序   hsiu 修  hsiung 兄   jan 然  je 熱  jen  人  jih 日  jo 若 
kai 該 / k'ai 開   ko 各 / k'o 可   kuei 貴 lien 連  lu 路  lü 呂   pa 八 / p'a 怕   sha 殺  so 索  ssu 四     
ta 大 / t’a 他    to 多 / t'o 脫    tsai 在 / ts'ai 才    tse 則 / ts'e 冊   tso 作 / ts’o 錯      
tsu 祖 / ts'u 醋     tzu 子 / tz'u 此   yen 言   yu 有   yü 於   yuan 原   yueh 月  yun 云 
 
Hyphenation in Wade-Giles 
 
Wade-Giles invariably hyphenates between syllables of a single word; however, different 
writers will construe word units in different ways. While there are disagreements over how 
specific words break, it is never correct simply to represent each individual syllable as an 
independent word. 
                     
5 dentals, retroflexes, and sibilants are followed by -e; gutterals by –o. 
6 after an -u- medial, the final -ei drops the ‘e’ except for kuei and k'uei. 
7 labials, dentals, sibilants, and retroflex ch- & ch’- are followed by -o; gutterals and sh- by –uo. 
8 -an changes to -en after medial -i- (in addition to palatal forms, cases like pien, lien, etc.). 
9 ch'ueh, hsueh, etc., do not require umlaut ü; this is because phonemes of the type *ch'ueh or *shueh (= pinyin 






THE CHU-YIN FU-HAO 注音符號 SYSTEM 
 
The chu-yin fu-hao system was designed in the 1910s, at the dawn of the Chinese Republic, as 
a way of noting the sounds of Beijing Mandarin. In many respects, it is the best available 
system, though it is now rarely used because it is not typeable. Nevertheless, there are three 
reasons for a student of wen-yen-wen to learn it: 1) though not perfect, among transcription 
systems it provides the clearest portrait of Mandarin phonology – learning it can help you 
understand the phonetic system; 2) it is extremely handy for annotating texts, particularly in 
vertical format, since the symbols are designed to fit by characters; 3) it provides you access to 
an exceptionally useful series of editions, published by the San-min shu-chü 三民書局 in 
Taiwan, which include beside every text character its phonetic value in chu-yin fu-hao.  These 
pages are a guide to the system. 
 
The 37 characters of the system 
 
Initial consonants (21) 
 
   Labials  Dentals  / Alveolar Velar-gutterals 
 
ㄅ ㄆ ㄇ ㄈ  ㄉ ㄊ       ㄋ ㄌ ㄍ ㄎ ㄏ 
 
Palatals  Retroflexes  Sibilants 
 
ㄐ ㄑ ㄒ  ㄓ ㄔ ㄕ ㄖ  ㄗ ㄘ ㄙ 
 
Vowels and finals (16) 
 
   Simple end vowels  Diphthong end vowels 
 












ㄧ ㄨ ㄩ    
  











ㄅ  b-   
ㄆ  p-   
ㄇ m-   




ㄉ  d-   




ㄋ n-  




ㄍ  g- 
ㄎ k- 
 ㄏ  h- 
 
Palatals (always followed by medial/final-vowel ㄧor ㄩ) 
 
ㄐ j- 
ㄑ  q- 
ㄒ  x- 
 
Retroflexes (complete syllable or followed by simple end vowel, diphthong, nasal final, or ㄨ) 
 
















Vowels and finals 
 
Simple end vowels 
 
ㄚ  -a 
ㄛ  -e 
ㄜ  -o (following labials directly; preceded byㄨ after all others) 




ㄞ  -ai 
ㄟ -ei 
ㄠ -ao  
ㄡ -ou 
 
Nasal finals  
 
ㄢ  -an 
ㄣ -en (reduces to –n before ㄧㄨ or ㄩ) 
ㄤ -ang  
ㄥ -eng (reduces to –ng before ㄧㄨ or ㄩ) 
 

















ㄅㄚ ba   ㄅㄛ bo   ㄅㄞ bai   ㄅㄟ bei   ㄅㄠ bao    
 ㄅㄢ ban    ㄅㄣ ben    ㄅㄤ bang  ㄅㄥ beng      
ㄅㄧ bi    ㄅㄧㄝ bie  ㄅㄧㄠ biao    
 ㄅㄧㄢ bian ㄅㄧㄣ bin    ㄅㄧㄥ bing     
ㄅㄨ bu    
ㄆ 
ㄆㄚ pa   ㄆㄛ po  ㄆㄞ pai   ㄆㄟ pei  ㄆㄠ pao  ㄆㄡ pou   
 ㄆㄢ pan   ㄆㄣ pen   ㄆㄤ pang  ㄆㄥ peng      
ㄆㄧ pi   ㄆㄧㄝ pie  ㄆㄧㄠ piao    
 ㄆㄧㄢ pian ㄆㄧㄣ pin ㄆㄧㄥ ping     
ㄆㄨ pu    
ㄇ 
ㄇㄚ ma   ㄇㄛ mo   ㄇㄜ me  ㄇㄞ mai   ㄇㄟ mei   ㄇㄠ mao   ㄇㄡ mou    
ㄇㄢ man   ㄇㄣ men   ㄇㄤ mang     ㄇㄥ meng      
ㄇㄧ mi   ㄇㄧㄝ mie   ㄇㄧㄠ miao   ㄇㄧㄡ miu    
ㄇㄧㄢ mian  ㄇㄧㄣ min   ㄇㄧㄥ ming      
ㄇㄨ mu    
ㄈ 
ㄈㄚ fa     ㄈㄛ fo    ㄈㄟ fei    ㄈㄡ fou     
 ㄈㄢ fan    ㄈㄣ fen    ㄈㄤ fang    ㄈㄥ feng      





ㄉㄚ da    ㄉㄜ de   ㄉㄞ dai   ㄉㄟ dei   ㄉㄠ dao   ㄉㄡ dou    
ㄉㄢ dan   ㄉㄤ dang    ㄉㄥ deng      
ㄉㄧ di     ㄉㄧㄝ die    ㄉㄧㄠ diao   ㄉㄧㄡ diu       
ㄉㄧㄢ dian    ㄉㄧㄥ ding      
ㄉㄨ du    ㄉㄨㄛ duo   ㄉㄨㄟ dui       
ㄉㄨㄢ duan    ㄉㄨㄣ dun    ㄉㄨㄥ dong      
ㄊ 
ㄊㄚ ta    ㄊㄜ te    ㄊㄞ tai   ㄊㄠ tao   ㄊㄡ tou    
ㄊㄢ tan    ㄊㄤ tang    ㄊㄥ teng      
ㄊㄧ ti    ㄊㄧㄝ tie    ㄊㄧㄠ tiao    
ㄊㄧㄢ tian   ㄊㄧㄥ ting      
ㄊㄨ tu   ㄊㄨㄛ tuo   ㄊㄨㄟ tui    








ㄋㄚna   ㄋㄜ ne  ㄋㄞ nai   ㄋㄟ nei   ㄋㄠ nao   ㄋㄡ nou    
ㄋㄢ nan  ㄋㄣ nen  ㄋㄤ nang     ㄋㄥ neng      
ㄋㄧ ni  ㄋㄧㄝ nie ㄋㄧㄠ niao   ㄋㄧㄡ niu    
 ㄋㄧㄢ nian  ㄋㄧㄣ nin   ㄋㄧㄤ niang    ㄋㄧㄥ ning      
ㄋㄨ nu   ㄋㄨㄛ nuo    
 ㄋㄨㄢ nuan    ㄋㄨㄥ nong      
ㄋㄩ nü   ㄋㄩㄝ nüe  
ㄌ 
ㄌㄚ la   ㄌㄜ le    ㄌㄞ lai   ㄌㄟ lei   ㄌㄠ lao   ㄌㄡ lou    
ㄌㄢ lan      ㄌㄤ lang    ㄌㄥ leng  
ㄌㄧ li    ㄌㄧㄚ lia   ㄌㄧㄝ lie  ㄌㄧㄠ liao   ㄌㄧㄡ liu    
ㄌㄧㄢ lian    ㄌㄧㄣ lin    ㄌㄧㄤ liang     ㄌㄧㄥ ling      
ㄌㄨ lu   ㄌㄨㄛ luo    
 ㄌㄨㄢ luan   ㄌㄨㄣ lun    ㄌㄨㄥ long      





ㄍㄚ ga   ㄍㄜ ge  ㄍㄞ gai   ㄍㄟ gei   ㄍㄠ gao   ㄍㄡ gou    
 ㄍㄢ gan   ㄍㄣ gen   ㄍㄤ gang    ㄍㄥ geng      
ㄍㄨ gu   ㄍㄨㄚ gua   ㄍㄨㄛ guo   ㄍㄨㄞ guai   ㄍㄨㄟ gui    
 ㄍㄨㄢ guan ㄍㄨㄣ gun   ㄍㄨㄤ guang     ㄍㄨㄥ gong      
ㄎ 
ㄎㄚ ka   ㄎㄜ ke   ㄎㄞ kai   ㄎㄠ kao   ㄎㄡ kou    
 ㄎㄢ kan   ㄎㄣ ken  ㄎㄤ kang   ㄎㄥ keng  
ㄎㄨ ku   ㄎㄨㄚ kua   ㄎㄨㄛ kuo   ㄎㄨㄞ kuai   ㄎㄨㄟ kui    
 ㄎㄨㄢ kuan   ㄎㄨㄣ kun   ㄎㄨㄤ kuang    ㄎㄨㄥ kong      
ㄏ 
ㄏㄚ ha   ㄏㄜ he  ㄏㄞ hai   ㄏㄟ hei   ㄏㄠ hao   ㄏㄡ hou    
 ㄏㄢ han  ㄏㄣ hen  ㄏㄤ hang     ㄏㄥ heng      
ㄏㄨ hu   ㄏㄨㄚ hua   ㄏㄨㄛ huo    ㄏㄨㄞ huai     ㄏㄨㄟ hui    





ㄐㄧ ji    ㄐㄧㄚ jia    ㄐㄧㄝ jie    ㄐㄧㄠ jiao   ㄐㄧㄡ jiu    
 ㄐㄧㄢ jian    ㄐㄧㄣ jin    ㄐㄧㄤ jiang     ㄐㄧㄥ jing      






ㄑㄧ qi   ㄑㄧㄚ qia   ㄑㄧㄝ qie   ㄑㄧㄠ qiao   ㄑㄧㄡ qiu    
 ㄑㄧㄢ qian  ㄑㄧㄣ qin   ㄑㄧㄤ qiang     ㄑㄧㄥ qing      
ㄑㄩ qu    ㄑㄩㄝ que   ㄑㄩㄢ quan   ㄑㄩㄣ qun   ㄑㄩㄥ qiong      
ㄒ 
ㄒㄧ xi   ㄒㄧㄚ xia   ㄒㄧㄝ xie   ㄒㄧㄠ xiao   ㄒㄧㄡ xiu     
 ㄒㄧㄢ xian  ㄒㄧㄣ xin   ㄒㄧㄤ xiang     ㄒㄧㄥ xing      





ㄓ zhi   ㄓㄚzha   ㄓㄜ zhe   ㄓㄞ zhai   ㄓㄟ zhei   ㄓㄠ zhao   ㄓㄡ zhou    
ㄓㄢ zhan     ㄓㄣ zhen     ㄓㄤ zhang     ㄓㄥ zheng      
ㄓㄨ zhu   ㄓㄨㄚ zhua   ㄓㄨㄛ zhuo   ㄓㄨㄞ zhuai   ㄓㄨㄟ zhui    
ㄓㄨㄢ zhuan    ㄓㄨㄣ zhun    ㄓㄨㄤ zhuang     ㄓㄨㄥ zhong      
ㄔ 
ㄔ chi   ㄔㄚ cha   ㄔㄜ che ㄔㄞ chai   ㄔㄠ chao   ㄔㄡ chou    
ㄔㄢ chan    ㄔㄣ chen     ㄔㄤ chang      ㄔㄥ cheng      
ㄔㄨ chu   ㄔㄨㄚ chua   ㄔㄨㄛ chuo   ㄔㄨㄞ chuai   ㄔㄨㄟ chui    
ㄔㄨㄢ chuan   ㄔㄨㄣ chun    ㄔㄨㄤ chuang     ㄔㄨㄥ chong      
ㄕ 
ㄕ shi   ㄕㄚ sha   ㄕㄜ she ㄕㄞ shai   ㄕㄟ shei   ㄕㄠ shao   ㄕㄡ shou    
ㄕㄢ shan    ㄕㄣ shen   ㄕㄤ shang     ㄕㄥ sheng      
ㄕㄨ shu   ㄕㄨㄚ shua   ㄕㄨㄛ shuo   ㄕㄨㄞ shuai   ㄕㄨㄟ shui    
ㄕㄨㄢ shuan   ㄕㄨㄣ shun   ㄕㄨㄤ shuang    
ㄖ 
ㄖ ri      ㄖㄜ re     ㄖㄠ rao   ㄖㄡ rou    
 ㄖㄢ ran    ㄖㄣ ren     ㄖㄤ rang     ㄖㄥ reng      
ㄖㄨ ru     ㄖㄨㄛ ruo   ㄖㄨㄟ rui    





ㄗ zi   ㄗㄚ za   ㄗㄜ ze    ㄗㄞ zai   ㄗㄟ zei   ㄗㄠ zao   ㄗㄡ zou    
ㄗㄢ zan    ㄗㄣ zen   ㄗㄤ zang     ㄗㄥ zeng      
ㄗㄨ zu   ㄗㄨㄛ zuo   ㄗㄨㄟ zui    
ㄗㄨㄢ zuan   ㄗㄨㄣ zun   ㄗㄨㄥ zong      
ㄘ 
ㄘ ci   ㄘㄚ ca   ㄘㄜ ce    ㄘㄞ cai   ㄘㄠ cao   ㄘㄡ cou    
ㄘㄢ can    ㄘㄣ cen   ㄘㄤ cang     ㄘㄥ ceng      
ㄘㄨ cu   ㄘㄨㄛ cuo   ㄘㄨㄟ cui    





ㄙ si   ㄙㄚ sa   ㄙㄜ se   ㄙㄞ sai   ㄙㄠ sao   ㄙㄡ sou    
ㄙㄢ san ㄙㄣ sen    ㄙㄤ sang     ㄙㄥ seng      
ㄙㄨ su     ㄙㄨㄛ suo   ㄙㄨㄟ sui    
ㄙㄨㄢ suan    ㄙㄨㄣ sun    ㄙㄨㄥ song      
 
Vowels and nasal-finals (note that ㄛ and ㄝ do not occur independently) 
 
ㄚ a  
ㄜ e  
ㄞ ai  
ㄟ ei  
ㄠ ao  
ㄡ ou  
ㄢ an  
ㄣ en  
ㄤ ang  
ㄦ er  
 
ㄧ yi    ㄧㄚ ya   ㄧㄝ ye   ㄧㄠ yao   ㄧㄡ you 
ㄧㄢ yan ㄧㄣ yin  ㄧㄤ yangㄧㄥ ying  
 
ㄨ wu   ㄨㄚ wa     ㄨㄛ wo    ㄨㄞ wai     ㄨㄟ wei  
ㄨㄢ wan   ㄨㄣ wen   ㄨㄤ wang   ㄨㄥ weng  
 
ㄩ yu    ㄩㄝ yue  




Additional Notes on the Chu-yin Fu-hao System 
 
I) Absence of initials, medials, or finals 
Some syllables involve initials, medials, and finals (e.g., 訓 ㄒㄩ�ㄣ ), but often one or 
two of these may be absent: 
 
1. Retroflex (ㄓㄔㄕㄖ ) and sibilant (ㄗㄘㄙ) initials can, and often do, occur without 
medials and finals (e.g., 時 ㄕ ́; 思 ㄙ). 
 
2. Medials ( ㄧㄨㄩ) can, and often do, occur without initials and finals (e.g., 以 ㄧ˘ ;  
 無 ㄨ� ;  於 ㄩ�). 
 
3. The final ㄦ does not combine with other forms (兒 ㄦ́). 
 
4. Most finals can, but rarely do, appear without initials and medials (e.g., 昂 ㄤ́ ; 奧 ㄠ̀ ). 
 
II) Combinations which do not occur 
 
1. Many potential syllables don't occur in the language (e.g., *ㄅㄩ; *ㄈㄧ ); only about 450 
syllables occur in Chinese, exclusive of tone distinctions. 
 
2. Rules for the medial ㄩ: The medial ㄩ can only follow a limited number of initials.  It can 
follow any of the palatals : ㄐ [絕 ㄐㄩ�ㄝ ]; ㄑ [區ㄑㄩ]; ㄒ [薛ㄒㄩㄝ ].  Other than 
palatals, it can only follow  ㄋ [女 ㄋㄩˇ] and  ㄌ [率 ㄌㄩ�]. 
 
3. Rules for the medial ㄨ: The medial ㄨ  is almost the opposite of ㄩ.  It can follow anything 
except the palatals.  (NOTE: Either ㄨor ㄩ may follow the initialsㄋ and ㄌ.) 
 
4. Rules for the medial ㄧ: The medial ㄧ cannot follow retroflexes or sibilants. 
 
5. Rules for the final ㄝ: The finalㄝ can only after the medials ㄧ or ㄩ (e.g., 謝 ㄒ |̀ㄝ;略 ㄌ
ㄩ�ㄝ ). 
 
6. Rules for the final ㄜ: The finalㄜ never follows the medials ㄧ or ㄩ. 
 
III) Some rules related to the consonant finals ㄣ and ㄥ   
 
1. After a medial ( ㄧ ㄨ ㄩ), ㄣ becomes -n rather than -en, and ㄥ becomes -ng rather than 
-eng [民 ㄇㄧ́ㄣ ; 命 ㄇㄧ̀ㄥ;論 ㄌㄨ�ㄣ;龍  ㄌㄨ�ㄥ;君 ㄐㄩㄣ;窮 ㄑㄩ�ㄥ].  
 
2. In the case of the medial/final combination represented by pinyin –iong, the combination is 






THE FOUR CORNER SYSTEM 
 
The illustrations on the next two pages comprise the standard chart for the "four-corner" 
[hereafter, "4-c"] system of classifying characters. (You can further magnify the digitalized 
images for clarity.) Here is an English summary of the chart – we will explain and practice it in 
class in due time. 
 
The 4-c system numbers the shapes in each corner of a character and assigns the character a 
number on that basis. The ten eligible digits are matched to corresponding forms in the main chart 
(digit, "name of form" [useless], form(s), examples, "explanation" [useless], comments). As the 
chart comments note, forms numbered 0,4,5,6,7,8,9 are multiple stroke forms.  These take 
priority over single stroke forms.  (Form 5 is particularly vexatious in this regard.) 
 
The corner numbers are listed in this order: top-left/top-right/lower-left/lower-right. 
 
If a single form extends to 2 or more corners, the form number is assigned only the first time; the 
other times, the digit 0 is assigned. 
 
Where a box or "gate" radical shapes the character, the two top corners are counted normally, but 
the bottom numbers are derived from the "internal" element. 
 
The list on the right-hand page of the chart brings fine points to your attention: 
 
I. Be careful to distinguish "vulgar" from standard k'ai-shu forms.  4-c uses k'ai-shu. 
 
II. 1) distinguishes the two-stroke 0-form from tops that are dot-forms (3). 
 2) emphasizes that the box form (6) does not extend lines outward 
 3) if a 7-form extends to other corners, treat the extended end as an independent form 
 4) if the 8-form is crossed by other strokes, it is not an 8 
 5) emphasizes that you cannot add strokes in the middle of a 9 form 
 
III. 1) do not try to combine independent stroke-forms  
 2) protruding top & bottom strokes take priority over corner elements 
  (& generally involve a second corner 0) 
 3) where the choice between intersecting independent strokes is unclear, select the higher 
if on top, the lower if at bottom 
 4) wherever a slanting stroke and a different stroke form are possible at a bottom corner, 
use the other form if it extends lower 
5) at top-right, when a 2-form combines with another form at its right, even though the 
2-form may be higher, use the other form 
 
IV. The Fifth Corner Rule: Where characters have identical numbers, a fifth number can be 
added to distinguish. The form for the 5th number is selected from the protruding stroke 















Traditional texts, indexes, and various types of enumerated sets were counted by means of a 
variety of ordinal enumerators or set-member counting terms. Of these, the “Heavenly Stem” 
(t’ien-kan 天干) counters were the most common and important, the enumerators chia 甲, yi 
乙, ping 丙, ding 丁 standing as the initial elements of that ten-member set. The companion 
“Earthly Branch” (ti-chih 地支) counters could also be used independently in this fashion.  
(The t’ien-kan ti-chih system will be discussed in its root calendrical context at another point.) 
Other series employed in this way were the names of the traditional rhyme categories and the 
words of the “Thousand Character Classic” (Ch’ien tzu wen 千字文), a sixth century poetic 
text composed of exactly 1000 characters used without repetition. Because these counting 
series do not announce themselves as such when used in unpunctuated traditional texts, it is 
wise to know at least the first few elements of each, so that when these characters are used as 
counters, you are able to identify them as such. 
 
No.  
Cyclical Sign Ordinals Rhyme Class 
Ordinals 
1000 Character Classic 
Ordinals 天干 地支 
      
1  甲  chiă 子      tzŭ 東 天  
2  乙      yĭ 丑  ch’oŭ 冬 地 
3  丙  pĭng 寅      yín 江 玄 
4  丁   ting 卯     măo 支 黄 
5  戊    wù 辰  ch’én 微 宇 
6  己    chĭ 巳      ssù 魚 宙 
7  庚  keng 午       wŭ 虞 洪 
8  辛    hsin 未      weì 齊 荒 
9  壬      jén 申     shen 佳 日 
10  癸    kuĕi 酉       yŭ 灰 月 
11   戌      hsu 真 盈 
12   亥      hài 文 昃 
13    元 辰 
14    寒 宿 
15    刪 列 
    etc. etc. 
 
